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Research Questions
• To what extent does energy efficiency affect rents in the private rental 

sector and how has this relationship changed due to the Minimum 
Energy Efficiency Standard (MEES)?  
• Has MEES reached its aim of raising the energy efficiency (EE) levels 

of the bottom EE performers?   
• Has MEES inadvertently contributed to a supply shortage of rental 

properties? 
• Has MEES inadvertently created rent inflation in the private rental 

sector (PRS), particularly in the more affordable market segment? 
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Pervasive Lack of Energy Efficiency in EU Housing Markets 
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Note: Definitions of EPC bands vary across countries due to national differences in implementing the EPBD  Source: BPIE, 2020  

• Based on current Energy 
Performance Certificate 
(EPC) data. 

• 97% of residential 
buildings built before 
2010 in EU need 
retrofitting to comply 
with carbon emission 
reduction goals. 



Timeline of MEES for domestic dwellings in England 
and Wales 
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Possible Landlord Reactions to MEES Regulations 

Rental Market Owner Occupier Market Option 1: Upgrade 
and continue 
leasing 
Option 2: Sell into 
OO market 
Option 3: Upgrade 
and sell into PRS 
or OO markets 
Option 4: Apply for 
exemption (if 
applicable) 

1 or 3

2

3

4
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• Zoopla: Zoopla/Whenfresh private rental 
sector data, rents and property 
attributes  
• LR: Land Registry Price Paid database  
• EPC: Register of EPC information 

including property characteristics (DCLG)

Updating Data and Matching Process 2023
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Sample Size of the Constituent Parts of the Database (Study period: 
2014-2021)
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Zoopla  
(N = 4,481,907)

EPC  
(N = 11,311,091)

The merged 
Zoopla/EPC 

dataset  
(N =  2,512,582) 

The merged 
Zoopla/EPC 

dataset  

(N = 1,130,907) 

Data Cleaning

Loss rate = 54.99%
The merged 
Zoopla/EPC/

LR dataset  
(N = 551,383) 

The LR dataset  

(N = 8,805,528) 

Loss rate = 
51.24%

The LR dataset  

(N = 8,805,528) 

The merged 
EPC/LR dataset  

(N = 5,105,870) 
Loss rate = 42.02%

Market size/activity 
analysis (sales)

Main dataset for rental 
analysis

PRS EPC market size/
activity analysis



Summary 
statistics of key 
variables in the 

Zoopla/EPC 
dataset  

(N = 1,130,907) 
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Difference-in-Difference Model Specification

,   (1) 

Log  is the achieved rent associated with property  in group  (either the treatment or control group) for a lease 
signed at time  

 represents the combined effects of time-invariant characteristics 

is a vector of building-level hedonic characteristics such as age, total floor area and location 

 is is a vector of lease/unit-level characteristics such as size of the rental unit and transaction dates. 

 represents indicator variables that indicate the time period in which the rental transaction occurs.  

 is an indicator that takes the value of zero for the control group and the value of one for the treatment group, and the 
parameter δ is the difference in rents between these groups. 

 *  is an interaction term that accounts for different growth rates in rent between the control group and 
treatment group.

Log 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖,𝑔,𝑡 = 𝛾𝑔 + 𝛽𝑋𝑖 + 𝑐𝐿𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜆𝑃h𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 + 𝛿𝐷𝑔,𝑡 +�𝑃h𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑡 ∗ 𝐷𝑔,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑔,𝑡

𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖,𝑔,𝑡 𝑖 𝑔
𝑡

𝛾𝑔

𝑋𝑖, 

𝐿𝑖,𝑡

𝑃h𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑡

𝐷𝑔,𝑡

𝑃h𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑔,𝑡 𝐷𝑔,𝑡
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Impact of MEES on the PRS
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Data: Zoopla/Whenfresh, CDRC, 2022

1. The rental prices for F/G rated properties experienced a 
significant decrease in Phase 4 (2020-21) 

2. Above-threshold properties in the EPC E band and/or D 
show a moderate increase above market average in 
rental price growth rate in response to MEES. 

3. It is uncertain if the excess rental growth rate of D/E is 
indeed due to MEES through supply constraints, 
upgrading of properties or other factors 

Model (1): rental index for treatment and control groups 

Note: values denoted with * are p>0.05 
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Data: Zoopla/Whenfresh, CDRC, 2022

Definition:  
Affordable segment= lowest tercile of PRS rent distribution 

Results:  
1. The results indicate a minimal but significant decline in rental price 

growth for F-G rated properties, as compared to A-E rated 
properties, during the period of 2015-2018  

2. E rated properties did not experience any adverse policy impact on 
the growth rate of rental prices compared to the A-D group 
throughout the study period, whereas D-E rated properties 
experienced a negative impact on rental prices relative to the A-C 
group during Phases 2 and 4. 

3. Overall, MEES does not seem to have had a sizable effect on market 
rents in the affordable market segment. 

Impact of MEES on the Affordable  PRS 
Market Segment



Sales Transactions in the Residential Market
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The observed trends do not suggest 
a large-scale shift of privately rental 
properties into the owner-occupier 
or other housing market segments, 
either in anticipation of the MEES 
regulations or throughout the 
implementation phases. 

Distribution of Property Sales Recorded in the LR Price Paid Dataset 



Sales Transactions in the PRS Market
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Percentage change in EPC bands of sold PRS properties 
compared to the previous year

Year Band A/B Band C Band D Band E Band F/G
2014-15 -0.23% -1.77% 0.65% 1.22% 0.12%
2015-16 -0.06% -0.56% -0.16% 0.65% 0.13%
2016-17 -0.22% -0.42% 0.51% 0.21% -0.08%
2017-18 -0.34% -0.09% 1.42% -0.25% -0.73%
2018-19 -0.40% 0.35% 1.12% -0.43% -0.63%
2019-20 -0.32% 0.92% 0.32% -0.65% -0.28%
2020-21 -0.10% 1.31% 0.16% -0.87% -0.49%

The proportion of F/G rated PRS properties remained 
relatively stable in the selling market throughout the study 
period. 

PRS properties rated as Bands C and D have higher level of 
selling market activity after 2018. 

Distribution of Sales Transactions for PRS Rental Properties (N = 551,383)



Lease Transactions in the PRS Market
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Data: Zoopla/Whenfresh, CDRC, 2022

Percentage change in EPC bands of leased PRS properties 
compared to the previous year

Year Band A/B Band C Band D Band E Band F/G
2014-15 -0.44% -0.44% 0.81% 0.21% -0.14%
2015-16 -0.10% 0.02% 0.55% -0.44% -0.03%
2016-17 -0.14% 0.05% 0.42% -0.15% -0.18%
2017-18 -0.05% 0.61% 0.58% -0.01% -1.13%
2018-19 -0.38% 1.31% 1.03% -0.75% -1.22%
2019-20 0.15% 2.66% -0.54% -1.63% -0.64%
2020-21 -0.10% 0.92% 0.20% -0.78% -0.24%

Distribution of Lease Transactions for PRS Rental Properties (N = 1,096,389)

Prior to 2018, the proportion of F/G rated PRS properties 
remained stable. However, since the initial implementation of 
MEES in 2018, there has been a noticeable decrease in F/G rated 
properties. 

PRS properties rated as Bands C and D exhibit higher leasing 
activity after 2018, similar to sales transactions. 



Key Takeaways

• MEES is associated with a slight decline in rental price growth for F-G rated properties, 
as compared to A-E rated properties, particularly in the most recent period 
• An increase in rental price growth for above-threshold properties in the EPC E band 

and/or D is detected in the wake of MEES implementation. 
• No evidence is found for a significant sell-off of rental properties into the owner-

occupied market or vice versa.  
• The share of PRS properties in EPC bands F and G on overall sales transactions 

remained stable but their share in lease transactions fell (as expected).  
• PRS properties in EPC bands C and D exhibit higher trading frequency in both lease and 

sale transactions compared to properties in other EPC bands. 
• Caveat: parallel trends assumption does not hold in most tests due to the phased 

nature of introducing MEES. Any effects of MEES that were already priced into the 
market prior to 2014 are hence not reflected in this analysis.
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Thank you!

Contact details: 
Xinyan Huang 
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, CB3 9EP  

Email: xh325@cam.ac.uk 
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